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ABSTRACT 

A program for the calculation of the electronic band structures 
of the rare-earth monopnictides and monochalcogenides is discussed 
and reviewed. Explicit calculational resul ts are then presented for 
SmS and SmTe, both for their normal l attice parameters and for re
duced 1 at tice parameters correspondi ng to experi menta lly obtainabl e 
pressures. These calculations strongly indicate that the mechanism 
for the recentl y observed pressure-induced semiconductor-to-metal 
transition in SmS is 4f electron delocali zation, but the mechanism 
for a like transition in SmTe is a simp le band-gap closing with 
pressure . 

I. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The samarium solid-state compounds SmS, SmSe, and SmTe are of 
interest not only because of their o'"'-' n unique and specific physical 
properties, but also due to their be longing to a l a r ge general class 
of solid-state compounds. This class is the NaC l-structured mono
pnictides (N, P, As, 5b, Bi) and monochalcogenidcs (5, Se, Te) of 
the rare-earth elements. and contains an exceedingly rich di versi ty 
of solid-state properties as one moves his consideration from com
pound to compound \o!ithin the class. Generall y speaking, all members 
of the class are refractory; e.g., PrS melts at about 2S00 o K. At 
the same time, the class contains inl.!ividual members representing 
just about every range of electrical conductivj t y, from good metals 
to wide-gap semiconductors. ~letallic examples a r e HoP and D~p,l but 
HoN and Dy~ are semiconductors with band gaps of about 1 eV. Di-
verse magnetic properties also exist as one moves t hrough the class 
of compounds. TmN does not order magne ti cally, '"'-'hi 1 e GdN is a ferro
magnet; but GdP is an antiferromagnet , \\'hil e other compounds like 
HoP are ferrimagnetic. 3 

Of course, the similarities and differences in the physical 
properties of this class of rare-earth compounJs are directly relat
able to the electronic structures of the individual comoounds; i. e . , 
they are related to the actual details of the compounds' electronic 
band structures. However, such· actual correlations between proper
ties and banI.! structures have been lacking, mainly because few 
realistic band structure calculations have been reported for the 
compounds in this class, 3 notable exception to this statement being . 
Research sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission under con
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the calculations performed for some europium chalcogenides. 4 In an 
attempt to make further correla.tions possible , \-o'e are presently 
engaged in performing a systematic series of exploratory band struc
ture ca lculations for most of the rare-earth monopn ictides and mono
chalcogenides. Some qualitative features which arise in our \wrk 
are illustrated in Figure I, Nhich contains three of our calculated 
band structures for nonmagnetic states of the compounds. The group 
theoretical notation used in Figure 1 is the standard Boukaert
Smoluchowski-Wigner notationS; e.g., r is the center of the Brillouin 
zone and X is the center of the square face of the surface of the 
zone . 

Certain common features are seen to exist in the three band 
structures of Figure 1. First. each has the valence bands. or igi
nating at r15 , which are primarily composed of the p-stHes of the 
respective anion. Then t here are the conduction bands primarily 
composed of the rare-earth 6s-states, originating at r l , and the 
rare-earth Sd-states, originating at r25 ' and r 12 . Of course. for 
a it a\o,'ay from r the corresponding energy states can reflect more 
hybridization. Also present in the band structures of Figure 1 are 
the rarc-earth f-states, or "f-bands" , Khich have little dispersion, 
reflecting the well established fact that the rare-earth 4f elec
trons are well localiIed. The f-states in Figure I (c) are off the 
plot at lower energies. One sees a gap exists between the valence 
and conduction bands in Figures 1 (a) and I (b), ~hile the valence a nd 
conduction bands overlap i !l Figure 1 (c) . 1 t does turn out:, \\Then one 
investigates the band structures for other t directions , tha t \o,'hether 
the valence and conduction bands overlap is determined by whe ther 
the tail of the 62' band has a lower energy than the r lS states. 
Band structures as illustrated in Figure 1 have actually been quali
tatively verified by photoemission experiments reported by Eastman 
and J(uznietz.6 ; e . g., their "'ork shows CdS has a band s tructure of 
the type of Figure I (b), whi I e the band s tructure of EuS is of the 
type of Figure I (a) except the 4f-states are slightly merged .·ith 
the upper part of the val cnce band. 

The major difficulties in performing reliable band structure 
calculations for the class of rare-earth compounds under discussion, 
as for the rare-earth metals, are connected with the f-states illus
trated in Figure 1. First, it has been found 4 ,7.8 very difficult 
t o energetically locat e t he f-states properly in the overall band 
structure due to their very sensitive dependence upon t he exchange 
contribution to the one-electron, band-theoretic, potentials. For
tunately, detai Is of the valence and conduction band structures are 
not so dependent upon the exchange contribution, so calculations 
usually have more reliability for these states. Thus it is usually 
necessary to perform some ad hoc adjustment in the eXChange poten
tial for the resulting calculations to properly locate the f-states 
if agreemen t "'ith available experimental information is desired. 
But one must r~member that it sometimes is also just as difficult 
t o experimenta lly identify and locate the compound's 4f-states due 
to problems associated with impurities. stoichiometry. multiple 
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scattering, etc., so the calculational inadequac ies are not unique. 
h'hatever the experimental case, SInce the calculational procedures 
are at present not straightforward, it is necessary to caution that 
resul t ing band structures should be considered exploratory . Ho\o,'
ever, at the same time, we feel that such first-attempt exploratory 
calcula tions are of value. since they do enable the interaction 
process between calculational and experimental results to begin, 
with such interaction hopefully leading to the eventual elucidation 
of a given compound's actual electronic band structure . 

Another difficul ty one might encounter wi th the f-states of 
Fi gure I is more of a conceptual character, and is concerned with 
the one-electron na ture of the basic band-structural model. At first 
thought one might envision occupying the available states of, say, 
Figure 1 (b) according t o Fermi statistics. Even though this is done 
for the valence and conduction bands. it is not . and must not be, 
Jone for the f-states. Rather, a "correlational-configurational" 
argument is invoked, meaning only a given number of the f-states are 
filled, resulting in the expected f" (n S 14 ) configuration. This 
~hould not be too surprising. since the same state of affairs, hav
Ing empty states at a 10\~te r energy than filled states, occurs in 
Hartree-Fock calculations9 for free rare-earth atoms. If such were 
not. the case, self-consistent calculations would eventually produce 
a dIfferent energetic ordering of the one-particle states. 

Turning to the three compounds which are the explicit purpose 
of this report, SmS, SmSe, and SmTe are all semiconductors under nor
mal conditions, having band gaps (absorption edges) of J respectively, 
about 0.2 eV, 0.46 eV, and 0.63 eV 10 Also, these three compounds 
do not order magnetically, presumably due to having 4£6 Sm-si te con
figurations with ground-state mul tipn~t 7Fo . Perhaps one of the 
mos t intriguing . and also quite recent, observations concerning the 
properties of these compounds is the demonstration lO that each under
goes a pressure-induced semiconductor-to-metal transition. The 
pressure required for the transition increases from 6.S kbar for 
SmS, to the vicinity of 40 kbar for SmSe and the vicinity of SO kbar 
fo:- SmTe . At the s ame time , the transition occurs discontinuously 
for SmS, whereas it has all appearances of taking place continuously 
ov"!:r a broad pressure range in SmSe and SmTe. 

To explain the transition in all three of the samarium compounds 
Jayaraman et a1 . l0 postulated that each had a normal pressure band ' 
structure qualitatively like Figure l(a). Then their- explanation for 
the transitions \o,'as that application of pressure causes the gap be
t,,"'een the 4f-states and the conduc tion band (the 62 1 tail) to de
c:-easc, until at some critical pressure the conduction band merges 
h'lth the 4f-states. At such merging, one 4f electron per Sm site 
\o,'?uld become delocalized,ll and the compounds go metallic. Ho,,'e\·er . 
~lthout any other direct band-structural informat ion being available. 
It ~as our feeling that one shOUld also consider the possibility of 
t~e compounds having a normal pressure band structure qualitatively 
llke Figure l(b). With such a band s t ructure, the pressure-induc.ed 
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transition could be accounted for by having the gap between the 
valence band and conduction band decrease with pressure. until at 
some critical pressure the 6 2 , t ai~ .... 'Quld have a lo,",'er energy than 
the r lS states and the system would then be metallic. Thus. this 
latter model vlOuld involve only a simple band-gap closing and not 
any 4f delocalization. 

To help furnish calculational information that possibly might 
dist.inguish bet~een the app licability of the above tHO mode ls to, 
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in turn, each of t he compounds, we have performed numerous explora
tory band structure calculations for SmS, SmSe, and SmTe. The re
sults of our calculations indicate that the model based on Figure 
1(a) applies to SmS, but the model based on Figure 1(b) applies to 
SmSe and SmTe. I n the remainder of thi 5 report, \oo'e wi 11 out 1 ine 
the calculations .... oe have done, and in so doing try to convey the 
above indications and the limitations that exist on such indications. 
However, since quali tati ve similarities exist in our results for 
SmSe and SmTe, in an attempt at brevity no further mention will be 
made in this report concerning SmSe . 

II. APPROXHIATIONS AND CALCULATIONAL DETAILS 

The major approximations, which would affect any qualitative 
conclusions drawn from our calculations, are all involved with the 
procedures used in obtaining the one- electron . band-theoretic . pot en
tials. Al though the potential procedures we have adopted are some
what standard, since they have been applied by different investi
gators to numerous solids with varying degrees of success, they are 
by no means exact. Thus. the band structures we have calculated via 
these potentials can honestly be con:;idered only as first-order 
approximations t o the actual one-particle states possessed by the 
respective compounds . HOKever, it is still our feeling that such 
calculated band structures have at least as great, if not greater, 
validi ty t han those inferred via the practice of merely postulating 
band structures from indirect experimental information \oil thout the 
use of any calculational underpinnings. 

The potentials used in this investigation were obtained from a 
heuristic prescript i on12 , 13 involving free-atom charge densities. 
With this prescription the potential, V(t) J about a given lattice 
site is approximated. by a spherically symmetric, muffin-tin, poten
tial VCr) = Vc(r) + Vex(r ) . Both the Coulomb part, Veer), and the 
exchange part, Vex ( r ) J are obtained from lattice superpositions 
involving free-at om charge densities; thus . the resul ting VCr) de
pends directly upon the lattice parameter being used in the calcula
tion . That is, at a given lattice site. Vc(r) is the spherically 
averaged sum of two components. The first component is the Coulomb 
potential due to the free atom at the given site, while the second 
component is t he sum of the contributions due to tails of free-atom 
Coulomb potentials centered 0:1 other lattice sites in the vicinity . 
which overlap onto the site undee consideration. A Slater-type 
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free-electron approximation is used for the exchange part: Vex(r) = 
-6ex[3p(r)/81f) 1/3 . per) is the spherically symmetric lattice super
position of atomic charge densities, and obtained in a manner com
pletely analogous to that used for VcCr). The parameter ex in V (rl 
..:.ontrols the exchange contribution to the potential, with a = le~eing 
full Slater exchange. In this investigation Cr. has been va ried in 
order to obtain calculated band gaps, at normal pressure, ir. agree
ment with experimental band gaps. Such variation of Ct \oo'as done in 
the spirit of attempting to obtain an experimentally realistic model 
Hamil toni an for each of the samarium compounds. 

To explicitly construct the potentials for this work, free-atom 
Hartree-Fock wave functions tabulated by Fischer9 were used. Touch
ing. muff~n-tin sph~re radii were then determined by requi ring neigh
borlng 51 te potentlals to be equal at. the point of sphere contact. 
The constant value of the potential bet .... 'een the spheres. Vo , ",'as 
equated to the potential value at sphere contact. Band structures 
were calculated from the r esul ting potentialS by use of the non
relativistic form of the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method as formulated 
by Treuseh and Sandrock. 14 Although for fully quantitative calcu
lations on rare-earth systems relativistic effects cannot be neglect
ed, due to the inherently qualitative nature of this undertaking and 
a desire to minimize calculational details we ha ve J at present, 
limited our work by omitting relativistic: effects. HO\ieVer, the 
major relativistic effect expected in the calcul ations would be 
s~ifts in states c:onta~ning large s-components, e . g. ~ the rII S of 
Flgure 1. But such shlfts should not be large enough to qualitatively 
ch~n~e t~e band struc~ures. of Figure 1, especially since the 61 bands~ 
orlglnatlng at the r 1 s, rlse and the 62 ' bands fall as If I increases. 

III. DISCUSSIO)1 OF RESULTS 

Using t~e procedures outlined in the preceding section, we per
formed a serles of band structure calculations for SmTe at its normal 
pressure lattice parameter (cube edge = 12.46 a.u.). During this 
~eries of calculations, only the exchange mUltiplier, a, ","'as varied 
1n order to obtain a calculated band gap in a~reement ""i th the ex
perimental absorption edge of 0.63 eV. The calculated bond gaps 
reSUlting in - this series of calculations were 1.59 eV for a :: 1.00 , 
0.89 eV for ex = 0.85, 0.28 eV for ex = 0.80, and O. b3 eV for ex • 
0.844. For a = 0.844, t he resulting calculated SmTe band structure 
along the major symmetry directions of the Brillouin zone is dis
played in Figure 2. Notice that Figure 2 verifies our previous state
ment that th e valence band to conduction band gap is determined by 
the band structure for the r to X direction. 

After the above series of calculations fixed the value of the 
exchange multiplier at ex • 0.844, ""e performed another series of 
b~nd structure calculations for SmTe involving variation of the lat
tlce parameter but using the same a value. TI\is series used reduced 
valu~s of t he lattice parameter corresponding t o experimentally 
obtalnable pressures. Part of one of the band structures reSUlting 
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in this series is displayed in Figure 3. which used a lattice param
eter reduced 3% from the value used for Figure 2. Now the band gap 
for Figure 2 was adjusted to obtain a value of 0 . 63 eV by variation 
of the exchange multiplier 0.; ho\\'ever, \dthout any further variation 
of a, the band gap of Figure 3 has been reduced to 0.10 eV. Thus, 
it is seen that lattice parameter reduction decreases the calculated 
band gap for SmTe. The calculated band gap fo r SmTe as a function 
of lattice parameter is given by Figure 4. From this figure it is 
seen that the calculations indicate, as discussed earlier, that the 
application of pressure causes SmTe's band structure to continuously 
undergo a transition from the type illustrated by Figure l(b) tothe 
type illustrated by Figure l(c). Also, the data of Flgure 4 1nd1-
cate the calculated semiconductor-to-metal transi tion occurs \\'hen 
the lattice parameter has been reduced by about 3.5%. Without the 
availability of detailed compressibility dlta for SmTe, it is not 
possib Ie to express \,'hat pressure the calculations pred~ct for the 
transition. Ho\\'ever, Roo}'mans 15 has reported SmTe lattlce constants 
of 12.3 a.u. at 30 kbar and 11.7 a.u. at 60 kbar. So the calculated 
transition pressure falls approximately ha16.ray between 30 and 60 
kbar, which, when considering the approxim~tions used i~ the caAcu
lations, gives very reasonable agreement WI th the experlmenta.l l 

transition pressure of about 50 kbar. 

We have also performed calculations pert31nlng to SmS using 
similar procedures as those used for SmTe. First, using the normill 
pressure lattice parameter (cube edge'" 11.28 a .u.), the value of 
the exchange multiplier a was varied until the calculated gap between 
occupied states and the conduction band agreed. wi th the expc:imental 
absorption edge of about 0.2 eV. For SmS , as 1S seen from Flgure 5, 
in order to obtain agreement the calculational process led to the 
presence of the f-states bet",'een the valence and conduction bands . 
To further illustrate this point, for 0. ":: 1.00 the gap between the 
valence and conduction bands was 2.9 eV with the f-states consider
ably beloN the valence band, for a :c 0.90 the valence-conduction 
gap was 2.3 eV and the f-states "'ere still below but closer to the 
valence band, and for a .":: 0.80 the valence-conduction gap was als~ 
2.3 eV but the f-states had moved between the valence and conductlon 
bands. Final adjustment gave CL '" 0.781 and the band structure of 
Figure 5, which has a valence-conduction gap of 1.9 eV but an . 
f-state to conduction band gap of 0.22 eV. Thus, our calculations 
indicate that indeed SmS has a band structure of the type illustrated 
by Figure I (a), as had been postulated by Jayaraman et al. 10 

To further test the validity of the calculational procedures, 
we perfC'lrmed a series of ca lculations for SmS with a fixed at the 
above final value of 0.781 but varied the lattice parameter. Part 
of the resulting band structure for il 2% reduction in latti ce param
eter is shown in Figure 6. It is seen for this compression, which 
is equivalent to a pressure of 6 kbar ,10 th~t . the tail of the 6~ ' 
band has merged with the f-states, and prov1dlng 4f delocali:atlon 
then occurs the system will be metallic. Since the observed tran
sition pressure for SmS is 6.S kbar, the agreement between our 
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calculations and experiment is quite reasonable. 

In summary, our calculations strongly indicate that the mechan
ism for the pressure-induced semiconductor- to-metal transition in 
SmS is 4£ electron delocalization, but the mechanism for SmTe (as 
for SmSe) is one involving simple closing of the valence to conduc
tion band gap with pressure. If indeed such is the actual case 
the experime~tal fact that the transition appears discontinuous' for 
SmS and contInuous for SmTe is not so mysterious. 
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Figure 1. Some illustrative examples of variations in electronic band structures 
as calculated for the rare-earth monopnictides and monochalcogenides. These 
plots are for It along the <100> direction. 
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LUMINESCENT PROPERTIES OF RARE 
EARTH OXYSULFIDE FILMS' 

R. V. Alves, T. G. Maple, L. E. Sobon, and R. A. Buchanan 

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company 

Palo Alto, California 94304 

ABSTRACT 

We have made LOS films of intrinsic effiCiency equivalent to that of 
LOS powders {or -several activators . Because of light trapping only one 
ninlh of the film light is directly observab le. However, the films have 
such superior thermal conductivity compared to the powders that they sus
tawed an excitation power density greater than GW/mm2 without damage. 
At this excitation level , the films were brighter than lhe saturated bright
ness of the corresponding powder screen. We have made multilayer films 
simply by depositing LOS with one activator over LOS with a different 
activator. The multilayer films possessed efficient luminescence whose 
color was voltage dependent. 

Introduction 

The rare earth oxysulfides, RE
2

0 2S (REOS) are an isomorphic 

family of materials which are among the most efficient cathodolumines

cent phosphors known. We felt that such materials were natural candi

dates for thin film luminescent devices if efficient films could be made 

from them. Light trapping reduces the overall efficiency of films, but 

their higher thermal conductivity relative to powders offers the possibility 

of increased excitation without thermal saturation or high 'temperature 

damage. Thus, it may be possible to achieve a higher brightness in REOS 

films than in the corresponding powders. Finally . the multiaclivator 

host capabilities of REOS's suggested Simple, physically and chemically 

compatible film layers for a voltage-selectab le multi color , multilayer 

cathodoluminescent screen. 

Goldberg 1 has published a comprehensive review of luminescent 

thin fUm technology and properties . We recommend it to the reader as an 

index to luminescent film work up to 1965. 

"This research was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency 
of the Department of Defense under Contract No . DAHC 15-71-C-0138 
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